**Detail Profile**

1 1/2" R. Bullnose Outside Corner Bead
Model No. 7098, 7099, 7092

**Detail Profile**

1 1/2" R. Bullnose Archway Corner Bead
Model No. 7198, 7199

**Detail Profile**

1 1/2" R. Bullnose Splayed Corner Bead
Model No. 7399

**Detail Profile**

1 1/2" R. Bullnose Inside Splayed Corner Bead
Model No. 7390

**Detail Profile**

1 1/2" R. Bullnose Inside Corner Bead
Model No. 7088, 7086, 7082

**Detail Profile**

1 1/2" R. Bullnose Kerfed Corner Bead
Model No. 7090

**Detail Profile**

1 1/2" R. Bullnose Traditional Style Kerfed Corner Bead
Model No. 7090T